
Sun City Computer Club
Cyber Security SIG

February 15, 2023

Questions, Comments, Suggestions welcomed at 
any time

Even Now



Audio Recording In Progress

SIG attendees are required to be members of the 
chartered club sponsoring that SIG.
Sun City Community Association By-law

 Audio recording of this session as MP4 file

 Audio recording available at link shown 
above

https://vimeo.com/799247263




Browser Updates

 Chrome 110.0.5481

 Firefox 110.0

 Edge 110.0.1587.46

Edge canary a LOT of recent updates

 Safari 16.3 (18614.4.6.1.6)



Windows Update Tuesday

 80 Vulnerabilities







 online version of Outlook is safer because 
Office attachments get interpreted on 
their servers for display. It would be ultra 
stupid difficult to get an exploit past that 
layer AND the Chromium sandboxing.

 But not impossible



Apple FaceID 





Bing & ChatGPT



GPT

 Generative pre-trained transformer



GPT-3







Google announcement event

 Bard

 Google Lens – search photos or videos

“search screen”

 Multisearch  search picture and text

 Google Maps – Immersive view  

AR 

weather, traffic, how busy

 Translate – local idioms  correct words



AI wars

 Alphabet shares drop

Due to Google’s add for Bard

Gave incorrect information

$100B

 Get plain text answers  not (just) links





OpenAI Whisper

 Natural language processing system

 Input audio   Output text

 Offline

 Can utilize Nvidia GPU

hardware accelerated



Google Credential Manager

 Dependent on app developer

 Uses passkeys



Bitwarden Send

 Encrypted file-sharing feature of Bitwarden

 End-to-End

 Browser extension, WEB vault, mobile 
app, CLI

 Limit  How often  expiration date  delete 
date







Kia, Honda, Infiniti, Nissan, Acura
 Fully remote lock, unlock, engine start, 

engine stop, precision locate, flash 
headlights, and honk vehicles using only the 
VIN number

 Fully remote account takeover and PII 
disclosure via VIN number (name, phone 
number, email address, physical address)

 Ability to lock users out of remotely 
managing their vehicle, change ownership

 For Kia’s specifically, we could remotely 
access the 360-view camera and view live 
images from the car



Mercedes-Benz
 Access to hundreds of mission-critical internal 

applications via improperly configured SSO, 
including…
Multiple GitHub instances behind SSO
Company-wide internal chat tool, ability to join 

nearly any channel
SonarQube, Jenkins, misc. build servers

Internal cloud deployment services for managing 
AWS instances
Internal Vehicle related APIs
 Remote Code Execution on multiple systems
 Memory leaks leading to employee/customer PII 

disclosure, account access



Hyundai, Genesis
 Fully remote lock, unlock, engine start, 

engine stop, precision locate, flash 
headlights, and honk vehicles using only the 
victim email address

 Fully remote account takeover and PII 
disclosure via victim email address (name, 
phone number, email address, physical 
address)

 Ability to lock users out of remotely 
managing their vehicle, change ownership



BMW, Rolls Royce

 Company-wide core SSO vulnerabilities which 
allowed us to access any employee 
application as any employee, allowed us to…

 Access to internal dealer portals where you 
can query any VIN number to retrieve sales 
documents for BMW

 Access any application locked behind SSO on 
behalf of any employee, including 
applications used by remote workers and 
dealerships



Ferrari

 Full zero-interaction account takeover for any Ferrari 
customer account

 IDOR to access all Ferrari customer records
 Lack of access control allowing an attacker to create, 

modify, delete employee “back office” administrator 
user accounts and all user accounts with capabilities 
to modify Ferrari owned web pages through the CMS 
system

 Ability to add HTTP routes on api.ferrari.com (rest-
connectors) and view all existing rest-connectors and 
secrets associated with them (authorization headers)



Ford
 Full memory disclosure on production vehicle 

Telematics API discloses
 Discloses customer PII and access tokens for tracking 

and executing commands on vehicles
 Discloses configuration credentials used for internal 

services related to Telematics
 Ability to authenticate into customer account and 

access all PII and perform actions against vehicles
 Customer account takeover via improper URL parsing, 

allows an attacker to completely access victim 
account including vehicle portal



The full report

 https://samcurry.net/web-hackers-vs-the-
auto-industry/

https://samcurry.net/web-hackers-vs-the-auto-industry/
https://samcurry.net/web-hackers-vs-the-auto-industry/


Update

 Hyundai & Kia

Mentioned in previous presentations

Insurers drop theft coverage

Potential for free steering wheel locks

Previous warning 







DNS cache

 Domain Name Service

 Name <-> IP address

 How many times is a lookup needed?

 To save resources cache the result

 Cache poisoning

 Dynamics



Chrome & Chromium

 New tab/window

chrome://net-internals/#dns

edge://net-internals/#dns

opera://net-internals/#dns



Mozilla Firefox

 New tab

about:networking



Safari

 Safari > Settings   



Safari

 Safari > Developer



Clear DNS cache Windows

 CMD as Administrator



Clear DNS cache macOS

 Terminal window



Cryptocurrency

 Distributed public ledger

 Blockchain analysis

Silk Road , AlphaBay, Welcome to Video

 Zcash, Monero

 Tracers in the Dark  Andy Greenberg



Current Issues

 National Counterintelligence and Security Center

Targets: academia, defense, NGOs, think-tanks

politicians, journalists, activists

 Section 702 FISA due to expire

 China’s Android devices collect way more data

 Booking.com - data leak?

 Australia removed Hikvision and Dahua cameras

 Weee! Hacked 7/12/2021 – 7/12/2022

1.1 million eMail addresses

 Google providing 100,000 phishing-resistant 
security keys

 Ukraine’s Cyber resilience



Current Issues

 Attacks VMware ESXi servers worldwide

1252 infections detected 

 Russian individuals sanctioned

Trickbot, Conti, Ryuk groups

 US and South Korea taking action

North Korea ransomware

cryptocurrency for nuclear weapons

 Cold River group   hack & leak

UK lawmaker   close interest in Ukraine

UK warning  those with perceived access



Current Issues

 Turkish justice officials detain 130
 Mozilla removes Bypass Paywalls Clean 
 Istari Build 21st century military without 20th century 

bureaucracy
$100M per contractor - best system wins
illegal
AI, quantum, etc.  Private sector
Recent Google contracts without weapon systems

China et al no such restrictions
 US Cyber ambassador Twitter account hacked
 Every (?) Agency alert: North Korea cyber
 Screenshot Malware
 Oakland, Ca Government Ransomware
 California Healthcare provider breach  3.3 million
 Philadelphia Orchestra



Current Issues

 Sam Bankman-Fried used VPN to watch Super 
Bowl

 Bing AI – Sydney
 Google Titan hardware security key giveaway

 Russian Patriotic Hackers



Ascon

 NIST 

 Family of authenticated encryption & 
hashing algorithms

 Ascon
 Lightweight    128-bit

 4-year competition   AES   57 -> 1



Camera



So

 2015 Chinese military OPM 22 million
 2016 Mirai botnet  Major platforms
 2017 Chinese military Equifax
 Ransomware
 Florida water supply, Ukraine power 

x2,auto thefts, SolarWinds, hacking cars

 So what?
 As each of us are safer – we All are safer

 A factor in inflation



SCCCCyber@gmail.com

 Helpful < - > Harmful
 Awareness, Preparedness, Understanding

Computer Club, Help Center, SIGs, 
Presentations, classes
Cyber Security SIG meetings, NEWSBLOG
Internet

 Questions, suggestions, comments?
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